MotoRate
Bringing dealer finance to the
forefront of the market

www.motonovofinance.com

In today’s rapidly changing market, dealers and lenders
need to work together to see the sector evolve to create a
sustainable long-term future.
As always, MotoNovo is taking the lead in helping dealers do
what the industry does so well - adapt.
Designed with customer-centricity and FCA regulation in
mind, our unique range of digital tools such as Self-Serve
and findandfund are helping dealers to generate incremental
car and finance sales in an efficient and compliant fashion.
Opportunities are available for dealers to increase finance
penetration and to reduce operating costs, notably in
marketing.
So, as you look ahead to the future, be assured MotoNovo is
uniquely positioned and ready to stand at your side. When
we collaborate, we can gain and retain customers together.

Mark Standish
CEO MotoNovo Finance

What is MotoRate?
Our aim is to create market leading, transformative solutions that enhance the customer
experience, reinvent the automotive market and deliver exceptional value to the
customer, the dealer and MotoNovo.
To help dealers get back on their feet, we’re launching MotoRate; an industry-first riskbased pricing model. Enabling dealers to sell more vehicles and increase profitability;
with peace of mind that they are being fair & transparent to the customer.

The MotoRate customer journey
Online research

In the showroom

Ê Website banners promoting the

Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê
Ê

availability of finance

Ê Customer uses the enhanced Q&P
self-assessment tool

Social distance considerations
Flexible finance options
Products for business customers
Personalised pricing plan
Deffered payment option

Why MotoRate?
Ê Used vehicle finance penetration have been static at around 18%
MotoRate expands the reach of dealer finance as a result of the rate being tailored
to your customer’s circumstances.

Ê Covid-19 will result in low consumer and business confidence
MotoRate Provides a more personalised and tailored journey for customers and
increased transparency around rates.

On the road

Onboarding

Ê Feel good car buying

Ê Personalised pricing plan selected via
Nexus or Self-Serve

Ê MNF returns APR based on the
customer’s individual circumstances

Ê FCA Motor Finance Review
MotoRate offers a transparent rate which is reflective of your customer’s
circumstances - bringing POS finance more aligned to other finance sectors.

Ê MotoClick processes (split signing
available for home deliveries)

Pilot outcomes

Customer research

Over the past year, we have been running a MotoRate pilot with a selection of our
dealer partners to test and refine each area of the MotoRate proposition.

A customer survey was sent to a number of accepted customers from the pilot to find
out why they opted for dealer finance and to rate their showroom experience.

The research showed:

The results
Ê An average increase in business volumes circa 40% year on year
Ê Dealers reporting finance penetration increase of 40%
Ê Dealers seeing 100% increase in New Business performance
Ê Business volumes increased in December - much more for dealers on pilot.

Ê Customers found dealer finance beneficial to them because it is easily arranged
and provided instant results
Ê 36% of respondents said they chose dealer finance because the monthly
payments suited them
Ê 28% said that the rate was good, therefore they chose dealer finance
Ê 66% of respondents said that they received great experience
Ê 72% of respondents said that they would now consider dealer finance again.

We know MotoRate
will help revitalise
Dealer F&I

We’ve proven that
we have satisfied a
customer need – dealer
performance and
analysis proves as such

It will benefit the market
post Covid-19 and help
boost customer and
dealer confidence.

The reasons they gave:
Ê Personalised feel
Ê Quick

I would definitely consider

Ê Easy

I might consider

Ê Hassle/stress free

I don’t know/I’m not sure

Ê Providing a familiar experience

I definitely wouldn’t consider

Testimonials
The result has far outweighed the expectations that I had. From a sales point of
view it has had a fantastic input on conversion rates, without imposing on the
customer’s interests so complying with treating customers fairly and actually
giving them a sound and viable option. The feedback from our customers has
been amazing, as part of our ethos, is that customers need to feel comfortable
and know that they can trust us, so this product suits our style of sales
perfectly

Risk based pricing has made a huge difference to my sales process, allowing me
the confidence of quoting a lender derived rate, making me completely compliant

Since implementing the MotoRate, despite the small decrease in the average
commission per transaction, our sales have increased significantly helping
us turn our stock quicker and combined with much greater Finance pens our
overall profitability has increased. Thank you!

Long may this scheme continue as we have seen a good start to 2020 with the
high value vehicles, this has helped us turn our stock at a quicker rate and far more
profitable along with an increase in add on sales of GAP and extended warranty

Since being on the pilot, our finance penetration has increased from an average
of 19% a month to 42%
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